Introns form compositional clusters in parallel with the compositional clusters of the coding sequences to which they pertain.
This report deals with the study of compositional properties of human gene sequences evaluating similarities and differences among functionally distinct sectors of the gene independently of the reading frame. To retrieve the compositional information of DNA, we present a neighbor base dependent coding system in which the alphabet of 64 letters (DNA triplets) is compressed to an alphabet of 14 letters here termed triplet composons. The triplets containing the same set of distinct bases in whatever order and number form a triplet composon. The reading of the DNA sequence is performed starting at any letter of the initial triplet and then moving, triplet-to-triplet, until the end of the sequence. The readings were made in an overlapping way along the length of the sequences. The analysis of the compositional content in terms of the composon usage frequencies of the gene sequences shows that: (i) the compositional content of the sequences is far from that of random sequences, even in the case of non-protein coding sequences; (ii) coding sequences can be classified as components of compositional clusters; and (iii) intron sequences in a cluster have the same composon usage frequencies, even as their base composition differs notably from that of their home coding sequences. A comparison of the composon usage frequencies between human and mouse homologous genes indicated that two clusters found in humans do not have their counterpart in mouse whereas the others clusters are stable in both species with respect to their composon usage frequencies in both coding and noncoding sequences.